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Abstract. Knowledge graphs have proven extremely useful in powering diverse applications in semantic search and natural
language understanding. GRAPH4CODE is a knowledge graph about program code that can similarly power diverse applications
such as program search, code understanding, refactoring, bug detection, and code automation. The graph uses generic techniques
to capture the semantics of Python code: the key nodes in the graph are classes, functions and methods in popular Python modules.
Edges indicate function usage (e.g., how data flows through function calls, as derived from program analysis of real code), and
documentation about functions (e.g., code documentation, usage documentation, or forum discussions such as StackOverflow).
We make extensive use of named graphs in RDF to make the knowledge graph extensible by the community. We describe a set
of generic extraction techniques that we applied to over 1.3M Python files drawn from GitHub, over 2,300 Python modules, as
well as 47M forum posts to generate a graph with over 2 billion triples. We also provide a number of initial use cases of the
knowledge graph in code assistance, enforcing best practices, debugging and type inference. The graph and all its artifacts are
available to the community for use.

Keywords: Knowledge Graph, Code Analysis, Code Ontology

1. Introduction

Knowledge graphs (e.g. DBpedia [1], Wikidata
[2], Freebase [3], YAGO [4], NELL [5]) provide
advantages for applications such as semantic pars-
ing [6], recommendation systems [7], information re-
trieval [8], question answering [9, 10] and image clas-
sification [11]. Inspired by such knowledge graphs,
we build GRAPH4CODE, a knowledge graph for pro-
gram code. Many applications could benefit from such
knowledge graphs, e.g. code search, code automation,
refactoring, bug detection, and code optimization [12],
and there many open repositories of code for mate-
rial. In 2019-2020 alone, there have been over 100 pa-
pers1 using machine learning for problems that involve
code, including problems that span natural language
and code (e.g., summarizing code in natural language

*All authors contributed equally.
1https://ml4code.github.io/papers.html

[13]). A knowledge graph that represents code along
with natural language descriptions could enhance this
research.

We illustrate the value of such a knowledge graph
with Figure 1, which shows an example of code
search: a developer searches for StackOverflow posts
relevant to the Python code from GitHub in the
left panel. That code uses sklearn to split data
into train and test sets (train_test_split), and
creates an SVC model (svm.SVC) to train on the
dataset (model.fit). On the right is a real post
from StackOverflow relevant to this code, in that
the code performs similar operations. However, treat-
ing program code as text or as an Abstract Syn-
tax Tree (AST) makes this similarity extremely hard
to detect. For instance, there is no easy way to tell
that the model.fit is a call to the same library
as clf_SVM_radial_basis.fit. Analysis must
reveal that model and clf_SVM_radial_basis
refer to the same type of object, and that the result of
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Program Relevant forum discussions

Fig. 1. Code search example

sklearn.train_test_split is an argument to
fit in both programs. Such an abstract representation
would ease understanding semantic similarity between
programs, making searches for relevant forum posts
more precise. Yet most representations in the literature
have been application-specific, and most have relied
on surface forms such as tokens or ASTs.

We present generic techniques for building rep-
resentations of code that enable applications such
as in Figure 1. We deploy state of the art program
analysis that generalizes across programming lan-
guages, and we show scaling to millions of programs.
From public code, we extract a graph per program,
which captures that program in terms of data and
control flow. As an example, the program in Fig-
ure 1 has a data flow edge from a node denoting the
sklearn.train_test_split to a node denot-
ing sklearn.svm.SVC.fit. It would also have
a control flow edge from sklearn.svm.SVC to
sklearn.svm.SVC.fit. Representing programs
as data flow and control flow is crucial because pro-
grams that behave similarly can look arbitrarily differ-
ent at a token or AST level due to syntactic structure or
choices of variable names. Conversely, programs that
look similar (e.g., they invoke a call to a method called
fit) can have entirely different meanings. We build
such representations for 1.3 million Python programs
on GitHub, each analyzed into its own separate graph.

While these graphs capture how libraries get used,
they are not sufficient; there are semantics in textual
documentation of libraries, and in forum discussions
of them. We therefore link library calls to documenta-

tion and forum discussions. We identified commonly
used modules in Python and their dependencies, and
added canonical nodes to represent each class, function
or method for 2300+ modules. These nodes are linked
using information retrieval techniques to the documen-
tation of method and classes (from usage documen-
tation, when available, or from direct introspection),
and to forum posts which specify the method or the
class (an example of which is shown in Figure 1 for the
sklearn.svm.SVC.fit method). We performed
this linking for 257K classes, 5.8M methods, and 278K
functions, and processed 47M posts from StackOver-
flow and StackExchange. To our knowledge, this is the
first knowledge graph that captures the semantics of
code, and it associated artifacts.

Our knowledge graph is an RDF graph since RDF
provides good abstractions for modeling individual
program data such as named graphs, and SPARQL, the
query language for RDF provides extensive support
for the sorts of operations that are crucial for under-
standing control and data flow in programs, especially
transitivity. Each program graph is modeled separately,
and we use existing properties from ontologies such as
schema.org, SKOS, DublinCore, and SemanticScience
Integrated ontology (SIO) to model relationships be-
tween program and documentation entities.

In summary, our key contributions are as follows:

– A comprehensive knowledge graph for 1.3 mil-
lion Python programs on GitHub

– A model to represent code and its natural lan-
guage artifacts (Section 2)
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Fig. 2. A concept map of GRAPH4CODE’s overall schema, across the code analysis, Stack Exchange, and Docstrings extractions.

– A language neutral approach to mine common
code patterns (Section 3)

– Connections from code to associated forum dis-
cussions and documentation (Section 4)

– Use cases showing generality and promise of
GRAPH4CODE (Section 5)

All artifacts associated with GRAPH4CODE, along
with detailed descriptions of the modeling, use cases,
query templates and sample queries for use cases are
available at https://wala.github.io/graph4code/.

2. Ontology and Modeling

Figure 2 shows GRAPH4CODE’s graph model,
which is based on the Semanticscience Integrated
Ontology (SIO) [14], and Schema.org classes and
properties2. Classes and functions in code are
modeled as g4c:Class and g4c:Function3,
and each has a URI based on its python im-
port path along with the python: prefix4. For
instance, the function pandas.read_csv in
Figure 1 is python:pandas.read_csv.
Each invocation of a function is an instance of
sio:SoftwareExecution.

2The full schema specified as TTL files can be found at https:
//github.com/wala/graph4code/tree/master/docs

3g4c is http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/ontology/
4http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/python/

Function invocations in code analysis link to their
functions by RDFS label. However, since the return
types of functions are often unknown in Python, this
linkage is not always predictable. For instance, in the
right panel of Figure 1, the call df.fillna will re-
flect the analysis to that point, its RDFS label would be
pandas.read_csv.fillna. Modeling of code
analysis is detailed in Section 3.

We model StackExchange questions and answers
using properties and classes from Schema.org,
while expressing the actual question text as
sioc:content. We chose Schema.org because it
models the social curation of questions and answers
across the web. Mentions of specific Python classes,
modules, and functions in the forum posts are linked
to classes and function URIs using schema:about.
We also extract software snippets in forum posts, and
use schema:SoftwareSourceCode to express
source code snippets from questions and answers.

The resulting knowledge graph allows the querying
of usage patterns for python functions and classes di-
rectly by URI, along with any forum post or documen-
tation associated with them (See Section 5).

3. Mining Code Patterns

3.1. Extraction of Python Files from GitHub

Our starting point to build GRAPH4CODE is 1.38
million code files from GitHub. To extract this dataset,

https://wala.github.io/graph4code/
https://github.com/wala/graph4code/tree/master/docs
https://github.com/wala/graph4code/tree/master/docs
http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/ontology/
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Fig. 3. Illustrative code example from GitHub

we ran a SQL query on the Google BigQuery dataset5.
The query looks for all Python files and Python note-
books from repositories that had at least two watch
events associated with it, and excludes large files. Du-
plicate files were eliminated, where a duplicate was de-
fined as having the same MD5 hash as another file in
the dataset.

3.2. Code Analysis

Figure 3 extends the code in our running example
(Figure 1) to illustrate how we construct the knowledge
graph. In this example, a CSV file is first read using the
Pandas library with a call to pandas.read_csv,
with the call being represented as 1 on the right
of the program. The object returned by the call has
an unknown type, since most code in Python is not
typed. Some filtering is performed on this object by
filling in the missing values with a median with a
call to where, which is call 2. The object returned
by 2 is then split into train and test with a call to
train_test_split, which is call 3. Two subsets
of the train data are created (4) which are then used as
arguments to the fit call (6), after creating the SVC
object in call (5). The test data is similarly split into
its X and Y components and used as arguments to the
predict call (7).

Figure 4 illustrates the output of program analy-
sis. For this, we use WALA6 – an open source library
which can perform inter-procedural program analysis
for Python, Javascript, and Java. The output of WALA
is a control flow (depicted as green edges) and data
flow (depicted as blue edges) graph for each analyzed
program. The control flow edges are straightforward in
this example and capture the order of calls, and this is
particularly useful when data flow need not be explicit,

5https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_
queries/bigquery.sql

6https://github.com/wala/WALA

pandas.read_csv

pandas.read_csv.where

3 sklearn.model_selection.train_test_split

sklearn.svm.SVC

6 sklearn.svm.SVC.fit

sklearn.svm.SVC.predict
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1

4b

1

2

5

7

Dataset4b

4a

4a
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sio:hasInput

1

2

3

4

4

5

6

7

Fig. 4. Dataflow graph for the running example

such as when a fit call (labeled 6) must precede a
predict call (labeled 7) for the sklearn library.

We discuss the data flow shown in Figure 4 in more
detail to illustrate assumptions in our analysis and to
describe our modeling. This figure is a subset of the
actual model, but we show all the key relations at least
once. This graph shows two key relations that capture
the flow through the code:

flowsTo 7 (blue edges) captures the notion of data flow
from one node to another, abstracting away de-
tails like argument numbers or names. Many ap-
plication queries can be expressed as transitive
paths on flowsTo. We use SPARQL’s property
path operators extensively to accomplish this.

immediatelyPrecedes (green edges) captures code
order. Queries such as predict calls not pre-
ceded by fit calls can be expressed this way.

Node 1 in Figure 4 corresponds to the execution of
read_csv. Since we are trying to understand mainly
how code uses libraries rather than the libraries them-
selves, we assume any call simply returns a new object,
with no side effects8. In Figure 3, we see data used
as the receiver to the where (i.e. the object on which
the call is made). Since Python does not have methods
per se9, this call has two steps as shown in Figure 4:

7predicates use the graph4code: prefix, http://purl.org/twc/
graph4code/

8Of course this may not be true, but allows us to scale analysis
without delving into the analysis of libraries, which may be huge
and, in languages like Python, are often written in C.

9It is legal to modify "methods", e.g. data.where =
lambda....

https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_queries/bigquery.sql
https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_queries/bigquery.sql
https://github.com/wala/WALA
http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/
http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/
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1. A read of the where property from data. It is
a blank node with a read edge to another blank
node. The read node has a hasValue edge to
the name of the field where and an isPartOf
edge to the object being read.

2. A call B, which is given the label
pandas.read_csv.where since it repre-
sents the actual invocation of where on the
object returned by the pandas.read_csv
call.

We see from Figure 3 that data is used as argument 1
to train_test_split, labelled 3. The graph de-
notes argument numbers using blank nodes as shown
in Figure 4: there is a hasInput edge to the blank
node which, in turn, has a hasValue to the argument
number 1 and an isSpecializationOf edge to
the call. All arguments have this representation, but we
show only this one to minimize clutter.

The call to test_train_split returns a tuple,
which is split into train and test. This is cap-
tured in the first box labeled 4. Then each of train
and test are split into their X and Y components
for learning, which is shown in the second box label
4. The train components is used for fit, and the
4a node show the read of the test components from
Dataset. The 4b nodes follow the test component to
the predict call; the X field is a slice and so does not
have a specific field. Note that this example does not
have dataflow directly from fit to predict, but this
graph also captures the ordering constraint between
them as shown in Figure 4.

Each program is analyzed into a separate RDF
graph, with connections between different programs
being brought about by rdfs:label to common
calls (e.g., sklearn.svm.SVC.fit). Note that this
type of modeling accommodates the addition of more
graphs easily as more code gets available for analysis.

4. Linking Code to Documentation and Forum
Posts

4.1. Extracting Documentation into the Graph

To generate documentation for all functions and
classes used in the 1.3 million files, we first processed
all the import statements to gather popular libraries (li-
braries with more than 1000 imports across the files).
506 such libraries were identified, of which many were
included in the Python language themselves. For each

of these libraries, we tried to resolve their location on
GitHub to get not only the documentation embedded
in its code, but also associated usage documentation
which tends to be in the form of markdown or restruc-
tured text files. We found 403 repositories using web
searches on GitHub for the names of modules.

The first source of documentation we collected
is from the documentation embedded in these code
files. However, documentation in the source is in-
sufficient because Python libraries often depend on
code written in other languages. As an example, the
tensorflow.placeholder function is defined in
C, and has no stub that allows the extraction of its doc-
umentation. Therefore, to gather additional documen-
tation for the popular libraries, we created a virtual en-
vironment, installed it, and used Python inspect to
gather the documentation. Currently, we only gather
information about the latest version of the code. This is
currently a limitation of the graph that we will address
in future work.

This step yielded 6.3M pieces of documentation for
functions, classes and methods in 2300+ modules (in-
trospection of each module brought in its dependen-
cies). The extracted documentation is added to our
knowledge graph where, for each class or function, we
store its documentation string, base classes, parameter
names and types, return types and so on. As an exam-
ple, the following are some materialized information
about pandas.read_csv in GRAPH4CODE:

py:pandas.read_csv
a graph4code:Function;
dcterms:isPartOf py:pandas;
skos:definition

"Read a comma-separated values ...";
g4c:return py:pandas.read_csv/r/1 ;
g4c:return_inferred_type

py:pandas.DataFrame ;
g4c:param py:pandas.read_csv/p/1 ;
g4c:param py:pandas.read_csv/p/2 .

py:pandas.read_csv/r/1
a graph4code:Return ;
g4c:return_index 1 ;
skos:definition "A comma-separated values ..." .

py:pandas.read_csv/p/2
a graph4code:Parameter ;
rdfs:label "sep" ;
g4c:param_index 2 ;
g4c:param_inferred_type py:str ;
skos:definition "Delimiter to use ... " .
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4.2. Extraction of StackOverflow and StackExchange
Posts

User forums such as Stackoverflow10 provide a lot
of information in the form of questions and answers
about code. Moreover, user votes on questions and
answers can indicate the value of the question and
the correctness of the answer. While Stackoverflow is
geared towards programming, StackExchange11 pro-
vides a network of sites around many other topics such
as data science, statistics, mathematics, and artificial
intelligence.

To further enrich our knowledge graph with natu-
ral language posts about code and other documenta-
tion, we linked each function, class and method to its
relevant posts in Stackoverflow and StackExchange.
In particular, we extracted 45M posts (question and
answers) from StackOverflow and 2.7M posts from
StackExchange in Statistical Analysis, Artificial Intel-
ligence, Mathematics and Data Science forums. Each
question is linked to all its answers and to all its meta-
data information like tags, votes, comments, codes,
etc.

We then built an elastic search index for each source,
where each document is a single question with all its
answers. The documents were indexed using a custom
analyzer tailored for natural language as well as code
snippets. Then, for each function, class and method,
we perform a multi-match search12 over this index to
retrieve the most relevant posts (a limit of 5K matches
per query is imposed) and link it to the corresponding
node in the knowledge graph. For example, the follow-
ing question is linked to SVC class:
<https://stackoverflow.com/questions/47663694>

rdf:type schema:Question;
schema:about py:sklearn.svm.SVC;
schema:name

"How to run SVC classifier..";
schema:suggestedAnswer
<https://stackoverflow.com/questions/a/47664483>.

<https://stackoverflow.com/questions/a/47664483>
rdf:type schema:Answer;
sioc:content
"Build your classifier: classifier = svm.SVC...".

4.3. Extracting Class Hierarchies

As in the case of extracting documentation embed-
ded in code, extraction of class hierarchies was based

10https://stackoverflow.com/
11https://data.stackexchange.com/
12https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_

queries/elastic_search.q

on Python introspection of the 2300+ modules. For ex-
ample, the below triples list some of the subclasses of
BaseSVC:

py:sklearn.svm.SVC rdfs:subClassOf
py:sklearn.svm._base.BaseSVC .

py:sklearn.svm.NuSVC rdfs:subClassOf
py:sklearn.svm._base.BaseSVC .

5. Knowledge Graph: Properties and Uses

As discussed earlier, a large literature exists on using
various code abstractions such as ASTs, text, or even
output of program analysis artifacts for all sorts of ap-
plications such as code refactoring, code search, code
de-duplication detection, debugging, enforcement of
best practices etc. The popularity of WALA13, the pro-
gram analysis tool used to generate the analysis based
representation of GRAPH4CODE, attests to the fact
that numerous applications exist for this type of repre-
sentation of code. To our knowledge, GRAPH4CODE
is the first attempt to build a knowledge graph over a
large repository of programs and systematically link it
to documentation and forum posts related to code. We
believe that by doing so, we will enable a new class of
applications that combine code semantics as expressed
by program flow along with natural language descrip-
tions of code.

5.1. Graph Statistics

Table 1 shows the number of unique methods,
classes, and functions in docstrings (embedded doc-
umentation in code). These correspond to all docu-
mentation pieces we found embedded in the code files
or obtained through introspection (see Section 4.1).
Overall, we extracted documentation for 278K func-
tions, 257K classes and 5.8M methods. Table 1 also
shows the number of links made from other sources to
docstrings documentation. Static analysis of the 1.3M
code files created a total of 7.3M links (4.2M func-
tions, 2.1M class and 959K methods). We also cre-
ated links to web forums in Stackoverflow and Stack-
Exchange: GRAPH4CODE has currently 106K, 88K
and 742K links from web forums to functions, classes
and methods, respectively. This results in a knowledge
graph with a total of 2.09 billion edges; 75M triples
from docstrings, 246M from web forums and 1.77 bil-
lion from static analysis.

13https://github.com/wala/WALA

https://stackoverflow.com/
https://data.stackexchange.com/
https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_queries/elastic_search.q
https://github.com/wala/graph4code/blob/master/extraction_queries/elastic_search.q
https://github.com/wala/WALA
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Functions(K) Classes(K) Methods(K)

Docstrings 278 257 5,809

Web Forums Links 106 88 742
Static Analysis Links 4,230 2,132 959

Table 1
Number of functions, classes and methods in docstrings and the links connected to them from user forums and static analysis. This results in a
knowledge graph with a 2.09 billion edges in total

5.2. Querying GRAPH4CODE

This section shows basic queries for retrieving in-
formation from GRAPH4CODE.

The first query returns the documentation of a class
or function, in this case pandas.read_csv. It also
returns parameter and return types, when known. One
can expand these parameters (?param) further to get
their labels, documentation, inferred types, and check
if they are optional.

select ?doc ?param ?return where {
graph <http://purl.org/twc/graph4code/docstrings>

{
?s rdfs:label "pandas.read_csv" ;

skos:definition ?doc .
optional { ?s g4c:param ?param . }
optional { ?s g4c:return ?return . }

}
}

In addition to the documentation of
pandas.read_csv, we can also get the forum
posts that mention this function by appending the
following to the query above. This will return all ques-
tions in StackOverflow and StackExchange forums
about pandas.read_csv along with its answers.

graph ?g2 {
?ques schema:about ?s ;

schema:name ?q_title ;
schema:suggestedAnswer ?a .

?a sioc:content ?answer.
}

Another use of GRAPH4CODE is to understand how
people use functions such as pandas.read_csv.
In particular, the query below shows when
pandas.read_csv is used, what are the fit
functions that are typically applied on its output.

select distinct ?label where {
graph ?g {
?read rdfs:label "pandas.read_csv" .
?fit schema:about "fit" .
?read graph4code:flowsTo+ ?fit .
?fit rdfs:label ?label .

}
}

Fig. 5. Finding most commonly used next step

5.3. Uses of GRAPH4CODE

In addition to simple templates that people can use
to query the knowledge graph, we describe three use
cases for GRAPH4CODEhere in some detail. Addi-
tional use cases can be found in https://wala.github.io/
graph4code/.

5.4. Code Assistance: Next Coding Step

In this use case, we integrated GRAPH4CODE in-
side and IDE and used it for code assistance to find
the most commonly used next steps, based on the con-
text of their own code. Context, in this query, means
data flow predecessors of the node of interest; in this
case, we take a simple example of the single predeces-
sor call that constructed the classifier. Figure 5 shows
an example of a real Kaggle notebook, where users
can select any expression in the code and get a list of
the most common next steps along with the frequency
with which the next step is observed. For example, in
similar contexts after a model.predict call, data
scientists typically do one of the following: 1) build
a text report showing the main classification metrics
(frequency: 16), 2) report the confusion matrix which
is an important step to understand the classification er-
rors (frequency: 10) and 3) save the prediction array
as text (frequency: 8). This can help users by alerting
them to best practices from other data scientists. In the
example shown above, the suggested step of adding
code to compute a confusion matrix is actually useful.
The existing Kaggle notebook does not contain this

https://wala.github.io/graph4code/
https://wala.github.io/graph4code/
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select (count(?g) as ?c) ?next_label where {
graph ?g {

?pred rdfs:label "sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier" .
?pred graph4code:flowsTo+ ?this .
?this rdfs:label "sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.predict" .
?this rdf:type <http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_000667> .
?this graph4code:flowsTo+ ?next .
?next rdfs:label ?next_label .
?next rdf:type <http://semanticscience.org/resource/SIO_000667> .

}
} group by ?next_label order by desc(?c) limit 3

Fig. 6. Query to find the next step in a program

call, but the call is very helpful to understand the prop-
erties of a classifier.

We show in Figure 6 the SPARQL query
used to support this use case. The query vari-
able ?this is the node that has an execution path
of “sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.predict“
where the user is at in the program, and has paused
to ask next steps from this call. ?pred refers to
predecessors that flow into this node within the
program, and it adds context to the call to pre-
dict. In this example it is just the constructor
- "sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier". ?next
shows all the calls that tend to be called on the re-
turn type of ?this, ordering by counts across the graphs
in the repository. For other code assistance use case,
please see [15].

5.4.1. Enforcing best practices
There has been a long history in the programming

languages literature of using static analysis to perform
the detection of anti patterns or best practices for var-
ious application frameworks and systems code (e.g.
[16], [17], and [18]). For instance, [18] described a
set of anti patterns for usage of enterprise java beans
frameworks. Frequently, the detection of anti patterns
has been implemented using custom code over the out-
put of static analysis, but see [19] for an approach that
uses a custom declarative query language called PQL
which can be used to detect anti patterns.

In most cases, detection of several hundred anti-
patterns can be enabled with just a handful of query
templates ([18]). We enable this use case easily with
our knowledge graph. To illustrate how this might
work, we describe a best practices pattern for data sci-
entists, which states that any data scientist who builds a
machine learning model must use different data to train
the model with a fit call, than the data they use to ul-
timately test the validity of the model with a predict
call. Note that it is perfectly reasonable for the user to
also use the predict call to assess the goodness of
the model on the training data. All that is required is

that some other data also be used to the predict call.
Fortunately, SPARQL 1.1 is expressive enough to de-
scribe the anti pattern easily over the knowledge graph.
Basically, we look for any dataset that flows into ar-
gument 1 of a fit call, that also flows into argument
1 of the predict call, and filter cases that do have
two different datasets flowing into the predict calls
on the exact same model. We ran this query over the
knowledge graph, and found 245 examples of this anti
pattern in the graph. Figure 7 shows one such result.
Data flows from line 15 to the fit call on line 37, and
to the predict call on line 40 on the same model
nbr, but no test data is used to validate the model at
all.

We stress that this is just one example of the types
of templates that can be built to enforce API specific
or even organization specific best practices. As noted
extensively in the literature, a small set of templates
typically are needed to enforce many hundred anti-
patterns. For data science scenarios alone, there are
two other best practices we have implemented. One
checks that users use some type of hyper-parameter
optimization techniques when building models rather
than setting hyper-parameters to models manually. A
second checks that users compares more than one
model for each dataset, because it is well known that
no single algorithm works best on all datasets. To-
gether these queries act as tutorials for how to con-
struct such anti-pattern detection across a repository of
code.

5.4.2. Debugging with Stackoverflow
A common use of sites such as StackOverflow is to

search for posts related to an issue with a developer’s
code, often a crash. In this use case, we show an exam-
ple of searching StackOverflow using the code context
in Figure 1, based on the highlighted code locations
found with dataflow to the fit call. Such a search
on GRAPH4CODE does produce the StackOverflow re-
sult shown in Figure 1 based on links with the coding
context, specifically the train_test_split and
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Fig. 7. An example from detected anti patterns

SVC.fit call as one might expect. Suppose we had
given SVC a very large dataset, and the fit call had
memory issues; we could augment the query to look
for posts that mention ‘memory issue’, in addition to
taking the code context shown in Figure 1 into consid-
eration. Figure 8 shows the first result returned by such
a query over the knowledge graph. As shown in the fig-
ure, this hit is ranked highest because it matches both
the code context in Figure 1 highlighted with green el-
lipses, and the terms "memory issue" in the text. What
is interesting is that, despite its irrelevant title, the an-
swer is actually a valid one for the problem. A text
search on StackOverflow with ‘sklearn’, ‘SVC’ and
‘memory issues’ as terms does not return this answer
in the top 10 results. Figure 9 shows the second result,
which is the first result returned by a text search on
StackOverflow. Note that our system ranks this lower
because the coding context does not match the result
as closely.

6. Related Work

To our knowledge, there is no comprehensive
knowledge graph for code that integrates semantic
analysis of code along with textual artifacts about
code. Here we review related work around issues of
how code has been typically represented in the liter-
ature, what sorts of datasets have been available for
code, and ontologies or semantic models for code.

6.1. Code Representation

A vast majority of work in the literature has used ei-
ther tokens or abstract syntax trees as input representa-
tions of code (see [12] for a comprehensive survey on
the topic). When these input code representations are
used for a specific application, the target is usually a
distributed representation of code (see again [12] for a
breakdown of prior work), with a few that build vari-
ous types of probabilistic graphical models from code.
Few works have used data and control flow based rep-
resentations of code as input to drive various appli-
cations. As an example, [20] used a program depen-
dence graph to detect code duplication on Javascript
programs, but the dependence is computed in an intra-
procedural manner. Similarly, [21] augments an AST
based representation of code along with local data flow
and control flow edges to predict variable names or
find the misuse of variables in code. [22] combines to-
ken based representations of code with edges based on
object uses, and AST nodes to predict the documenta-
tion of a method. [23, 24] includes partial object use in-
formation from WALA for code completion tasks, but
the primary abstraction in that work is (a) a vector rep-
resentation of APIs for Java SWT, that they used in ma-
chine learning algorithms such as best matching neigh-
bors to find the next best API for completion [23], or
(b) as a Bayesian network which reflects the likeli-
hood of a specific method call given the other method
calls that have been observed [24]. [25, 26] employs
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Fig. 8. First search result for debugging SVC query

a mostly intraprocedural (with heuristics for handling
interprocedural analysis) to mine a large number of
graphs augmented with control and data flow, for the
purposes of code completion for Java API calls. This
work is interesting because, like us, [25] it creates a
large program graph database which models depen-
dencies between parent and child graphs, from which
a Bayesian model is constructed to predict the next set
of API calls based on the current one.

Our work can be distinguished from prior work in
this area in two key ways: (a) our work targets inter-
procedural data and control flow, in the presence of
first class functions and no typing, to create a more
comprehensive representation of code, and (b) we use
this representation to drive the construction of a multi-
purpose knowledge graph of code that is connected to
its textual artifacts.

6.2. Code Datasets

Several research efforts started recently to focus on
using machine learning for code summarization [27–
29], code search [30] and models such as Code-
BERT [31]. The datasets used by these approaches
tend to be code- and task-specific. To the best of our
knowledge, there is no work that tries to build a general
knowledge graph for code and we believe that these
approaches can directly benefit from GRAPH4CODE.
We, however, leave this for future work.

6.3. Semantic Models of Code

SemanGit [32] is a linked data version based on
Github activities. Unlike GRAPH4CODE, SemanGit
focus on modeling user activities on Github and not
on understanding the code itself as in GRAPH4CODE.
CodeOntology [33] in an ontology designed for mod-
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Fig. 9. Second search result for debugging SVC query

eling code written in Java. The ontology is similar to
ours when it comes to modeling relationships among
classes and methods. A crucial difference, however,
is how the code itself is parsed and hence how it
gets modeled. CodeOntology’s parser relies on Ab-
stract Syntax Trees (AST) for understanding the se-
mantics of the code while GRAPH4CODE represents
programs as data flow and control flow which is cru-
cial because programs that behave similarly can look
arbitrarily different at a token or AST level due to syn-
tactic structure or choices of variable names. [34] pro-
posed an approach for learning ontology from Java
code using Hidden Markov Models. Unlike this ap-
proach, GRAPH4CODE relies on a standard static anal-
ysis library (WALA) for code understanding which is
then modeled using our ontology proposed earlier. [35]
aims to construct knowledge graph of scientific con-
cepts expressed in text books to link it to code arti-
facts such as function or variable names. In their work,
text sentences are converted into triples and linked to
source code based on token matches. This is different
from GRAPH4CODE’s approach where the focus is on
modeling control and data flow of code and then link-
ing classes and methods to their documentation. Aug-
menting GRAPH4CODE with an approach specified in
[35] is an interesting idea for future work.

7. Conclusions

We presented Graph4Code, a knowledge graph that
connects code analysis with other diverse sources of
knowledge about code such as documentation and
user-generated content in StackOverflow and StackEx-
change. To demonstrate the promise of such a knowl-
edge graph, we provided 1) a set of SPARQL templates
to help users query the graph, 2) initial use cases in de-
bugging, enforcing best practices and type inference.
We hope that this knowledge graph will help the com-
munity build better tools for code automation, code
search and bug detection and bring semantic web tech-
nologies into the programming languages research.
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